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Abstract

Abstract. Slicing is a program analysis technique originally developed for imperative
languages. It facilitates understanding of data flow and debugging.

This paper discusses slicing of Constraint Logic Programs.Constraint Logic Programming
(CLP) is an emerging software technology with a growing number of applications. Data flow
in constraint programs is not explicit, and for this reason the concepts of slice and the slicing
techniques of imperative languages are not directly applicable.

This paper formulates declarative notions of slice suitable for CLP. They provide a basis for
defining slicing techniques (both dynamic and static) basedon variable sharing. The techniques
are further extended by using groundness information.

A prototype dynamic slicer of CLP programs implementing thepresented ideas is briefly
described together with the results of some slicing experiments.

1 Introduction

This paper discusses slicing of Constraint Logic Programs.Constraint Logic Programming (CLP)
(see e.g. [13]) is an emerging software technology with growing number of applications. Data
flow in constraint programs is not explicit, and for this reason the concept of a slice and the slicing
techniques of imperative languages are not directly applicable. Also, implicit data flow makes the
understanding of program behaviour rather difficult. Thus program analysis tools explaining data
flow to the user could be of great practical importance. This paper presents a prototype tool based on
the slice concept applied to CLP.

Intuitively a programslice with respect to a specific variable at some program point contains
all those parts of the program that may affect the value of thevariable (backward slice) or may be
affected by the value of the variable (forward slice). Slicing algorithms can be classified according
to whether they only use statically available information (static slicing), or compute those statements
which influence the value of a variable occurrence for a specific program input (dynamic slice). The
slice provides a focus for analysis of the origin of the computed values of the variable in question. In
the context of CLP the intuition remains the same, but the concept of slice requires precise definition
since the nature of CLP computations is different from the nature of imperative computing.

Slicing techniques for logic programs have been discussed in [5, 14, 19]. CLP extends logic
programming with constraints. This is a substantial extension and the slicing of CLP program has, to
our knowledge, not yet been addressed by other authors. Novel contributions presented in this paper
are:

• A precise formulation of the slicing problem for CLP programs. We first define a concept of
slice for a set of constraints, which is then used to define slices ofderivation trees, representing
states of CLP computations. Then we define slices of a programin terms of the slices of its
derivation trees.
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• Slicing techniques for CLP.We present slicing techniques that make it possible to construct
slices according to the definitions. The techniques are based on a simple analysis of variable
sharing and groundness.

• A prototype dynamic slicer.A tool implementing the proposed techniques and some experi-
ments with its use are briefly described.

The precisely defined concepts of slice gives a solid foundation for development of slicing tech-
niques. The prototype tool, including some visualisation facilities, helps the user in better under-
standing of the program and in (manual) search for errors. Integration of this tool with more advanced
debuggers is a topic of future work.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines some basic concepts which are then used
in Section 3 to formulate the problem of slicing. Section 4 presents and justifies a declarative for-
malization of CLP slicing, based on a notion of dependency relation. Section 5 discusses a dynamic
backward slicing technique, and the use of directionality information for reducing the size of slices.
Our prototype tool is described in Section 6, together with results of some experiments. Section 7
then discusses relations to other work. Finally in Section 8we present our conclusions and sugges-
tions for future work.

2 Constraint Logic Programs

The cornerstone ofConstraint Logic Programming (CLP) [9, 13] is the notion of constraint. Con-
straints are formulae constructed with someconstraint predicates with a predefined interpreta-
tion. A typical example of a constraint is a linear arithmetic equation or inequality with rational
coefficients where the constraint predicate used is equality interpreted over rational numbers, e.g.
X − Y = 1. The variables of a constraint range over the domain of interpretation. Avaluation of
a setS of variables is a mappingθ from S to the interpretation domain. A set of constraintsC is
satisfiable if there exists a valuationθ for the set of variables occurring inC, such thatθ(C) holds
in the constraint domain.

A constraint logic program is a set ofclausesof the formh : −b1, ..., bn, n ≥ 0 , where
h, b1, ..., bn are atomic formulae. The predicates used to constructb1, ..., bn are either constraint
predicates or other predicates (sometimes calleddefined predicates). The predicate ofh is a defined
predicate. Agoal is a clause withouth. This syntax extends logic programs with the possibility of
including constraints into the clauses.

Example 1 In the following constraint program the equality constraint and symbols of arithmetic
operations are interpreted over the domain of rational numbers. This simple example is chosen to
simplify the forthcoming illustration of slicing conceptsand techniques. The constraints are distin-
guished by the curly brackets{}.

p(X,Y,Z):- {X-Y=1}, q(X,Y), r(Z).
q(U,V):- {U+V=3}.
r(42).

Slicing refers to computations. Abstractly, a computationcan be seen as construction of a tree,
from renamed instances of clauses. We explain briefly the idea discussed formally in [3].

Intuitively, a clausec can be seen as a tree with rooth headand leavesb1, ..., bn body atoms. If
the predicate ofbi appears in the head of a clausec′ then a renamed copyc′′ of c′ can be composed
with c by attaching the head ofc′′ to bi. This implicitly adds equality constraints for the corresponding
arguments of the atoms. This process can be repeated for the leaves of the resulting tree. More
formally this is captured by the following notion. Askeletonfor a programP is a labeled ordered
tree with the root labeled by a goal clause and with the nodes labeled by (renamed) clauses of the
program; some leaves may instead be labeled ”?” in which casethey are calledincomplete nodes.
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Each non-leaf node has as many children as the non-constraint atoms of its body. The head predicate
of the i-th child of a node is the same as the predicate of thei-th non-constraint body atom of the
clause labeling the node.

For a given skeletonS the setC(S) of constraints, which will be calledthe set of constraints of
S, consists of :

• the constraints of all clauses labeling the nodes ofS

• all equations~x = ~y where~x are the arguments of thei-th body atom of the clause labeling a
noden of S, and~y are the arguments of the head atom of the clause labeling thei-th child of
n. (No equation is created if thei-th child ofn is an incomplete node).

A derivation tree for a programP is a skeleton forP whose set of constraints is satisfiable. If the
skeleton is complete (i.e. it has no incomplete node) the derivation tree is called aproof tree. Figure
1 shows a complete skeleton tree for the program in Example 1.

q(U,V) :- {U + V = 3}

p(X,Y,Z) :- {X - Y = 1}, q(X,Y), r(Z)

r(42)

Figure 1: A skeleton for the CLP program of Example 1.

The set of constraints of this skeleton is:C(S) = {X − Y = 1, X = U, Y = V, U + V = 3, Z =
42} and it is satisfiable. Thus the skeleton is a proof tree.

For the presentation of the slicing techniques we need to refer to program positions and to
derivation tree positions. A slice is defined with respect to some particular occurrence of a variable
(in a program or derivation tree), and positions are used to identify these ocurrences. Positions also
identify arguments of the atomic formulae and their subterms.

To define the notion of position we assume that some standard way of enumeration of the nodes
of any given treeT is adopted. The indices of the nodes ofT are calledpositionsof T and the set of
all positions is denotedPos(T ). Each position determines a unique subtree ofT . On the other hand,
T may have several identical subtreesT0 at different positions.

This notation extends also for atomic formulae and terms, where the positions determine unique
subterms. A position of a term such that the corresponding subterm is a variable will be called a
variable position. We extend the adopted way of enumeration to clauses and programs; aprogram
positionis an index in this enumeration that identifies an atomic formula or a term in a clause of the
program.

A single clause may be treated as a one-clause program. As discussed above, a derivation tree
has its nodes labeled by renamed variants of program clauses. By a derivation tree positionof a
derivation treeT we mean a pair(i1, i2), wherei1 is a position of the skeleton ofT and i2 is a
position of the clause labeling nodei1 in T . The set of all tree positions of a derivation treeT will be
denoted byPos(T ).

Recall that each label of a derivation treeT is a variant of a program clause, or of a goal. There-
fore the positions ofT can be mapped in a natural way into the corresponding programpositions.

Similary, each occurrence of a variableX in C(T ) (the constraint set ofT ) originates from a
variable position ofX in T . Thus variable positions ofT can be linked to the related constraints of
C(T ).

Let P be a set of positions ofT , andΨT (P) the set of all variables that appear in the terms on
positions inP. In this wayP identifies the subsetCP of C(T ) consisting of all constraints including
variables inΨT (P).

Example 2 Consider the derivation tree of Figure 1.
Let (P) = { derivation tree positions of the atomq(X, Y )} ⊆ Pos(T ).
ThenΨT (P) = {X, Y } andCP = {X − Y = 1, X = U, Y = V }.
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3 The Slicing Problem
Given a variableX in a CLP program we would like to find a fragment of the program that may
affect the value ofX. This is rather imprecise, hence our objective is to formalize this intuition. We
first define the notion of a slice of a satisfiable set of constraints. A variableX in a derivation treeT
has its valuations [9, 13] restricted by the set of constraints ofT (which is satisfiable), so our second
task will be to define a slice of a derivation tree, and finally aslice of a program (see Figure 2).

X
slice slice slice

φ

Proof Tree ProgramConstraint store

position
proof tree program 

position
variable
instance

Figure 2: A slice of a constraint set, a proof tree and a program.

Let C be a set of constraints. Intuitively we would like to remove all constraints of the set that do
not restrict the valuation of a given variable. The binding of a variableX to a valuev is said to be a
solutionof C with respect toX iff there exists a valuationν such thatν(X) = v andν satisfiesC.
The set of all solutions ofC with respect toX will be denoted bySol(X, C).

Definition 1 A slice of a satisfiable constraint setC with respect toX is a subsetS ⊆ C such that
Sol(X, S) = Sol(X, C).

In other words the set of all solutions of a sliceS of C with respect toX is equal to the set of all
solutions ofC with respect toX. Definition 1 gives implicitly a notion ofminimal slice: it is a slice
S of C such that if we further reduceS to S ′, thenSol(X, S ′) is different fromSol(X, C). Notice
that the whole setC is a slice of itself, and that the definition does not provide any hint about how
to find a minimal slice. The problem of finding minimal slices may be undecidable in general, since
satisfiability may be undecidable. So reasoning about minimality of the constructed slices seems only
be possible in very restricted cases, and for some specific constraint domains. Our general technique
is domain independent but we show in Section 5 how the groundness information ( which may be
provided by a specific constraint solver) can be used to reduce the size of the slices constructed by
the general technique.

We now formulate the slicing problem for derivation trees. Aderivation treeT is a skeleton with
a set of constraintsC(T ). The variables ofC(T ) originate from positions ofT . Let P be a set of
positions ofT , i.e. P ⊆ Pos(T ). ThenΨ(P) identifies the variables ofC(T ) with occurrences
originating from positions inP. We denote byCP the set of all constraints ofC(T ) that include
these variables.

Definition 2 A slice of a derivation treeT with respect to a variable position ofX is any subsetP
of the positions ofT such thatCP is a slice ofC(T ) with respect toX.

The intuition reflected by this definition is that the constraints connected with the positions of the
tree not included in a slice do not influence restrictions on the valuation ofX imposed by the tree.
We formalize this by referring to the formal notion of the slice of a set of constraints. Notice that any
superset of a slice is also a slice.

Finally we define the notion of a CLP program slice with respect to a variable position. We
notice that every position of a derivation treeT is a (renamed) copy of a program position or of a
goal position. This provides a natural mapΦT of the positions ofT into program positions and goal
positions. Corresponding to this definition ofΦT , for a program positionq the setΦ−1

T (q) contains
those proof tree positions such that ifr ∈ Φ−1

T (q) thenΦT (r) = q.
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Definition 3 A slice of a CLP program P with respect to a program positionq is any setS of
positions ofP such that for every derivation treeT whenever its positionr is in Φ−1

T (q), there exists
a sliceQ of T with respect tor such thatΦT (Q) ⊆ S.

This means that for any derivation tree positionr, such thatΦT (r) = q, and program sliceS with
respect toq, the value of the variable inr can only be influenced by variants of the program positions
in S.

4 Dependency-based slicing

The formal definitions of the previous section make it possible to state precisely our objective, which
is automatic construction of slices.

Our formulation defines slicing of a CLP program in terms of the slicing of sets of constraints.
Generally it is undecidable whether a subset of a set of constraints is a slice. This section presents a
rather straightforward sufficient condition for this. We provide here a “syntactic” approach to slicing
constraint stores, proof trees and programs. The propositions follow easily from the definitions and
will be stated without proof. More details can be found in thetechnical report [16].

4.1 Slicing sets of constraints
We use variable sharing between constraints as a basis for slicing sets of constraints. LetC be a
set of constraints, andvars(C) the set of all variables occurring in the constraints inC. Let X, Y
be variables invars(C). X is said todepend explicitly on Y iff both occur in a constraintc in C.
Notice that the explicit dependency relation is symmetric and reflexive but need not be transitive.

Definition 4 A dependency relationonvars(C) is the transitive closure of the explicit dependency
relation.

The dependency relation onC will be denoted bydepC . Notice thatdepC is an equivalence relation
on vars(C). We map any equivalence class[X]depC

to the subsetCX of C that consists of all
constraints that include variables in[X]dep. ThenCX is a slice ofC (see [16]).

Example 3 For the set of constraints of Example 1 the dependency relation has two equivalence
classes:{X, Y, U, V } and{Z} and gives the following slice ofC with respect toX:

CX = {X − Y = 1, X = U, Y = V, U + V = 3}

4.2 Slicing of derivation trees
We defined the concept of slice for a derivation tree by referring to the notion of slice of a set
of constraints. To construct slices of derivation trees we introduce a dependency relation on the
positions of a derivation tree. We now define a direct dependency relation∼T onPos(T ). It can be
related to the dependency relation onvars(C(T )) [16] and hence can be used for slicingT .

Definition 5 LetT be a derivation tree. The direct dependency relation∼T onPos(T ) is defined as
follows:
α ∼T β iff one of the following conditions holds:

1. α andβ are positions in an occurrence of a clause constraint (constraint edge).

2. α andβ are positions in a node equation (transition edge).

3. α andβ are positions in an occurrence of a term (functor edge).
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4. α andβ share a variable (local edge).

Observe that the relation is both reflexive and symmetric. The transitive closure∼∗

T of the direct
dependency relation will be called thedependency relationon Pos(T ). So∼∗

T is an equivalence
relation.

Proposition 1 LetT be a proof tree and letα be a variable position ofT . Then[α]∼∗

T
is a slice ofT

with respect toα.

4.3 Slicing of CLP programs
This section defines a dependency relation on the positions of the program and then makes use of it
in constructing program slices. Recall that each position of a derivation treeT “originates” from a
position of the selected programP . This is formally captured by the mapΦ : Pos(T ) → Pos(P ).
The dependency relation∼P onPos(P ) we are going to define should reflect dependency relations
in all proof trees ofP . More precisely, wheneverα ∼T β in some treeT we would also like to have
Φ(α) ∼P Φ(β).

Definition 6 LetP be a CLP program. The direct dependency relation∼P onPos(P ) is defined as
follows: α ∼P β iff at least one of the following conditions holds:

1. α andβ are positions of the same constraint (constraint edge).

2. α is a position of the head atom of a clausec andβ is a position of a body atom of a claused
and both atoms have the same predicate symbol (transition edge).

3. α andβ belong to the same argument of a function (functor edge).

4. α andβ are in the same clause and have a common variable (local edge).

The dependency relation of a program can be represented as a graph.

 

local edge

transition edge

constraint edge

    q( U, V )

p( X, Y, Z )  :-      { X - Y = 1 }       q( X, Y )         r( Z )

:-      { U + V = 3 }                                     r( 42 )

Figure 3: Program dependence represented in graphical formand the backward slice with respect to
Z in p(X,Y,Z))

Comparing the definitions of∼T and∼P one can check that wheneverα ∼T β in some treeT
of P thenΦ(α) ∼P Φ(β) as well. Consequently, for any proof treeT (α ∼∗

T β) ⇒ Φ(α) ∼∗

P Φ(β).
The transitive closure∼∗

P is an equivalence relation onPos(P ). The following result shows how∼∗

P

can be used for the slicing ofP .
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Proposition 2 LetP be a CLP program and letβ be a position ofP . Then[β]∼∗

P
is a slice ofP with

respect toβ.

Figure 3 shows the program dependences and a backward slice of the program in Example 1 with
respect toZ in p(X, Y, Z). For the program in Example 1∼∗

P has two equivalence classes. One of
them includes all occurrences ofZ and the occurrence of the constant 42. The other consists of the
remaining positions.

Definition 6 with Proposition 2 give a method for constructing program slices without referring
to proof trees. Thus, we obtain astatic slicing technique for CLP. The mappingΦ was introduced
to argue about correctness of this technique. These resultsalso confirm the correctness of the slicing
algorithm in [5] since a logic program can be viewed as a constraint logic program.
The proposition shows that the concept of dependency relation on program positions provides a
sufficient condition for slicing a CLP program. However, theslice obtained may be quite large,
sometimes it may even include the whole constraint store.

We propose two ways for addressing this problem. On one hand,improvement is possible if we
handle the so called “calling context problem”[7] which appears when the same predicate is called
from two different clauses. As we explained in [16] it is possible to adapt to CLP the solution
proposed by Horwitz et. al [7] for procedural languages. Another way of reducing the size of slices
is to infer and to take into account information about proliferation of ground instantiations during the
execution of the program. A directional dynamic slicing technique based on this idea is presented in
the next section.

5 Dynamic directional slicing

All the dependency relations discussed so far were symmetric. Intuitively, for a constraintc(X, Y )
a restriction imposed on valuations ofX usually influences admissible valuations ofY and vice
versa. However ifc(X, Y ) belongs to a satisfiable constraint setC and some other constraints ofC
makeX ground then the slice ofC with respect toX need not includec(X, Y ). For example, if
C = {X + 1 = 0, Y > X} is interpreted on the integer domain then{X + 1 = 0} is a slice ofC
with respect toX. This slice can be constructed by using information about groundness of variables
occurring in the dependency graph.

This section shows how to use groundness information in derivation tree slicing, that is in dy-
namic slicing of CLP programs. It extends to CLP the ideas of dynamic slicing for logic programs
presented in [5]. In our approach groundness is captured by adding directionality information to
dependency graphs. The directed graphs show the propagation of ground data during the execution
of CLP programs, and these graphs can then be used to produce more precise slices. The groundness
information will be collected during the computation that constructs the derivation tree to be sliced.
The proposed concepts are also applicable to the case of static slicing, where the groundness infor-
mation has to be inferred by static analysis of the program. This is however not discussed in this
paper.

5.1 Groundness Annotations

Groundness information associated with a derivation tree will be expressed as an annotation of its
positions. The annotation classifies the positions of a derivation tree or the positions of the CLP
program. The positions are classified asinherited(marked with↓), synthesized(↑) anddual (l). An
annotation ispartial if some positions are dual. Formally speaking, an annotation is a mappingµ
from the positions into the set{↓, ↑, l} [3].

The intended meaning of the annotation is as follows. An inherited position is a position which is
ground at time of calling, that is when the equation involving this position is first created during the
construction of the derivation tree. A synthesized positions is a position which is ground at success,
that is when the subtree having the position in its root labelis completed in the computation process.
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The dual positions of a proof tree are those for which no groundness information is given, including
those which are ground neither at call nor at success.

The annotations will be collected during the execution of the program. Alternatively, they may
be inferred with some straightforward inference rules discussed in [16].

We now introduce the following auxiliary terminology relevant to the annotated positions of a
CLP program. The inherited positions of the head atoms and the synthesized positions of the body
atoms are calledinput positions. Similarly, the synthesized positions of the head atoms andinherited
positions of the body atoms are calledoutput positions. Note that dual positions are not strictly
classified as input or output ones. Alternatively, if we say that a position is annotated as an output
we mean that it is annotated as inherited provided it is a position in a body atom, or annotated as
synthesized if it is a position of the head of a clause.

Example 4 Consider the following CLP program:

1. p(X,Y) :- r(X), q(X,Y).
2. r(3).
3. q(U,V) :- {U+V = 5}.

The corresponding annotated proof tree for the goalp(X, Y ) is presented in Figure 4, where the
actual positions have been replaced by I (the input positions) and by O (the output positions):

) :- r(I 1. p(O  ,O ) , q(O  , I  ).

3. q(I  , O ) : - {O , I  = O }.r(O 2. . )

Figure 4: The annotated proof tree for Example 5

The annotation reflects groundness propagation during the computation, as discussed below. The
variablesX andY of p(X, Y ) are annotated as output, since they are ground at success ofp, and
p(X, Y ) is a head atom. For the same reason the argument of the factr(3) in node 2 is annotated as
output. The variableU in the first argument of the predicateq(U, V ) in node 3 is ground at call, so it
is annotated as input, whileV is ground at success ofq so it is annotated as output.

In a CLP program groundness of a position depends generally on the used constraint solver.
Monitoring the execution, also in this case, we are able to annotate certain positions as inputs or
outputs. For example theindomain(X) constraint of CHIP instantiatesX to a value in its domain,
so thatX is an input position. Rational solvers can usually solve linear equations. For example in
the rational constraintY = 2 ∗ X + Z, X can be annotated input ifY anZ are output.

5.2 Directional slicing of derivation trees
Having input/output information for positions of a derivation tree, we then add directions to its de-
pendence graph. The following definition describes how it can be achieved.

Definition 7 Directed Dependency Graph of a Proof Tree
Let T be a proof tree,TG = (TreePos(T ),∼T ) its proof tree dependence graph, then the directed
dependence graph ofT (P ) can be defined as:
TDG = (TreePos(T ),→T ), where:

• α →T (G) β if α ∼T (G) β is a transition edge,α is an output position andβ is an input position

• α →T (G) β if α ∼T (G) β is a local edge,α is an input position andβ is an output position

• α →T (G) β andβ →T (G) α in every other case whenα ∼T (G) β
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From the definition of→T (G) assuming correctness of the annotation we find that ifα is a position
of X in T and it is annotated as input or as output thenC(T ) bindsX to a single value. This value
is determined by the constraints connected with those positions that are in the set{β|β →∗

T (G) α}.
Thus we have:

Proposition 3 {β|β →∗

T (G) α} is a slice ofT with respect toα.

These slices are usually more precise than in the case when the groundness information is not
used.

The concept of directed dependency graph can be extended to programs and used for static slic-
ing. This requires good methods for static groundness analysis to infer annotations for program
positions. Some suggestions for that can be found in [16].

6 A Prototype Implementation

We developed a prototype in SICStus Prolog for dynamic backward slicing of constraint logic pro-
grams written in SICStus. The tool handles a realistic subset of Prolog, including constructs such
ascut, if-thenandor. The inputsof the slicing system are: the source code, a test case (a goal)
and (after the execution) the execution traces given by the Prolog interpreter. From this information
theDirected Proof Tree Dependence Graph(Definition 7) may be constructed. The following three
types of slice algorithms were implemented (see Figure 5):

1. Proof tree slice
In this case the user chooses an argument position of the created Proof Tree, and the slice is
constructed with respect to this proof tree position using the Directed Proof Tree Dependency
Graph (see Definition 7). This kind of slice is useful when theuser is interested in the data
dependences of the Proof Tree.

2. Dynamic slice
This case is very similar to 1, but the constructed slice of the Proof Tree is mapped back to
the program. This is the classic dynamic slice approach [12], as in the case of procedural
languages. So this slice provides a slice of the program.

3. Program position slice
In this case the user selects a program position. The system provides all instances of this
program position in the Proof Tree, creates the proof tree slice for every instance, then the
union of these slices are constructed and mapped back to the program. So this algorithm also
provides a slice of the program, which shows all dependencesof a program position for a given
test case.

A graphical interface draws the proof tree (see Figure 7), marked with different colored nodes that are
in the Proof tree slice, and in the case of a dynamic slice and program position slice the corresponding
slice of the program is highlighted. The label of the nodes identify the nodes of the proof tree
including the name of the predicate and the annotation of itsarguments.

In the implementation we applied a very simple annotation technique: the inherited positions
were those which were ground at the time of calling, while synthesized positions were those which
were ground at success. This method provides precise annotation, because we continuously extract
information from the actual state of the constraint store. However, in the current implementation
slicing can only be done on argument positions. If an argument includes several variables it is not
possible to distinguish between them, which makes the constructed slice ”less precise” (compared
to the minimal slice). So, our aim is to improve the existing implementation, extend it to variable
positions.

In the present version of the tool the sliced proof tree corresponds to the first success branch of
the SLD tree. As the proof tree slice definition is quite general, there is no real difficulty in applying
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slice

proof tree position

slice
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Program
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sliceφ-1
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p

φT

union of

the slices

Proof TreeProgram
Program

Program Position slice

Figure 5: Proof Tree, Dynamic and Program Position Slice.

the technique to all success branches of SLD tree. The extension to failure branches is discussed in
[6]. Currently we are working on an implementation of these extensions.

Systematic slicing experiments were performed on a number of constraint logic programs (writ-
ten in SICSTus Prolog). Each of them was executed with a number of test inputs to collect data
about the relative size of a slice with respect to the proof tree, depending on the choice of the po-
sition. The selected application programs [9, 13] had different language structures (use of cut, or,
if-then, databases, compound constraint), and were of different size.

The summarized data of the test results on proof tree slicingis listed inTable 1. The comparison
of the three kind of slices with respect to the number of nodesare shown in Figure 6.

PROGRAM NUMBER OF NUMBER OF NUM. OF COMP- AVERAGE SIZE OF AVERAGE SIZE OF
CLAUSES TEST CASES UTED SLICES THE PROOF TREE SLICES

NODE ARG. POS. NODE ARG.POS.
1 LIGHTMEAL 11 1 17 9 15 44.64 % 41.17 %
2 CIRC 5 2 139 33.35 54.09 35.14 % 54.44 %
3 SUM 6 4 626 80.26 120.77 30.46 % 49.34 %
4 FIB 4 6 1349 399.57 533.51 7.56 % 8.53 %
5 SCHEDULING 20 1 575 134 390 51.21 % 71.66 %
6 PUZZLE 30 2 1363 227.57 607.82 19.05 % 14.93 %

Table 1: Proof Tree Slice

It should be mentioned that the average slice size (in percent) in these experiments had no corre-
lation with the size of the program. The average slice size was32% of the number of executed nodes
and40% of the executed argument positions.

The intended application of our slicing method is to supportdebugging of constraint programs.
A bug in a program shows up as a symptom during the execution ofthe program on some input. This
means that in some computation step (i.e. in some derivationtree) a variable of the program is bound
in a way that does not conform to user expectations. A slice ofthe derivation tree with respect to
this occurrence of the variable can be mapped into the text ofthe program and will identify a part of
the program where the undesired binding was produced. This would provide a focus for debugging,
whatever is the debugging technique used. Intersection of the slices produced for different runs of
the buggy program may further narrow the focus.

In particular, our slicing technique can be combined with Shapiro’s algorithmic debugging [15],
designed originally for logic programs. As shown in [11] theslice of a derivation tree of a logic
program may reduce the number of queries of algorithmic debugger. This technique can also be
applied to the case of algorithmic debugging of CLP programsdiscussed in [19].
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Figure 6: Comparison of the Proof Tree Slice, Dynamic Slice and the Program Position Slice.

7 Related Work

Program slicing has been widely studied for imperative programs [4, 10, 8, 12, 7]. To our knowledge
only a few papers have dealt with the problem of slicing logicprograms, and slicing of constraint
logic programs has not been investigated till now.

We provided a theoretical basis for the slicing of proof trees and programs starting from a se-
mantic definition of the constraint set dependence. This applies as well to the special case of logic
programs (the Herbrand domain). In particular it justifies the slicing technique of Gyimóthy and
Paakki [5] developed to reduce the number of queries for algorithmic debugger and makes it possible
to extend the latter to the general case of CLP. The directional slicing of Section 5 is an extension of
this technique to the general case of CLP.

Schoening and Ducassé [14] proposed a backward slicing algorithm for Prolog which produces
executable slices. For a target Prolog program they defined aslicing criterion which consists of a goal
of P and a set of argument positionsPa, along with a sliceS as a reduced and executable program
derived fromP . An executable slice is usually less precise but it may be used for additional test
runs. Hence the objectives of their work are somewhat different from ours, and their algorithm is
applicable to a limited subset of Prolog programs.

In [19] Zhao et al defined some static and dynamic slices of concurrent logic programs called
literal dependence nets. They presented a new program representation called the argument depen-
dence net for concurrent logic programs to produce static slices at the argument level. There are
some similarities between our slicing techniques and Zhao’s methods, since we also rely on some
dependency relations. However, the focus of our work has been on CLP not on concurrent logic
programs, and our main aim has been a declarative formulation of the slicing problem whic provides
a clear reference basis for proving the correctness of the proposed slicing methods.

The results of the ESPRIT Project DiSCiPl [2] show the importance of visualisation in the de-
bugging of constraint programs. Our tool provides a rudimentary visualisation of the sliced proof
tree. It was pointed out by Deransart and Aillaud [1] that abstraction techniques are needed in the
visualisation of the search space. Program position slicing, if applied to all branches of the SLD-tree,
provides yet another abstraction of the search space.
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Figure 7: Displayed program and proof tree slices.

8 Conclusions

The paper offers a precise declarative formulation of the slicing problem for CLP. It also gives a
solid reference basis for deriving various techniques of slicing CLP programs in general and for
logic programs treated as a special case. This technique wasillustrated by deriving the directional
data flow slicing technique for CLP, which is an extension of [5] applied to CLP. As a side effect, the
latter, which was presented in somewhat pragmatic setting,obtains a theoretical justification.

The paper presents also a prototype slicing tool using this technique. The experiments with
the tool show that the obtained slices were quite precise in some cases, and on average provided a
substantial reduction of the program.

The future work will focus on the application of slicing techniques to constraint programs de-
bugging. Two aspects being considered. Firstly, in the manual debugging of CLP programs it is
necessary to support user with a tool that facilitates the understanding of the program. We believe
that a future version of our slicer equipped with suitable visualisation features could be very suitable
for this purpose. Secondly, the slicing of a derivation treecan often reduce the number of queries
in algorithmic debugging of logic programs [15]. (The algorithmic debugging technique has been
extended to CLP [17]).

As a first step in this direction we are going to integrate our CLP slicing tool with the IDTS
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algorithmic debugger [11], originally developed for pure logic programs.
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